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Ralph Nader to speak at UMR
Sean Cordes

Staff Writer

EXCEL
SOURCE

leo

"Job seeker must enjoy coaching,
workin'g with people, and bringing
about imprpvement through hands-off
guidance and leadership." (FortuneFebruary 20, 1995)

Taken from a recent article in Fortune magazine, the abov«\uote alludes
to a fundamental change in direction
taking place in many oftoday's companies. The net effect of this change can
best be seen in the way that most
professionals work. More and more,
organizations are forced intO concurrent teams designed to streamline processes and simplify communication.

see EXCEL, page 17

Although we as' a society like to
presuppose that the items we purchase
to sustain and enhance our lives are
safe, nonetheiess some products may
prove dangerous due to accident, negligence, or downright deception. One
man who has done much to increase
public awareness about product safety
hazards is consumer advocate Ralph
Nader. Nader will bring his brand of
consumer enligntenment to UMR on
W~dnesday, April 26, when he will be
the Keynote Speaker at the Third Annual Central Missouri Economics Conference.
This years conference is entitled
"The Economics of Health Care in the
21st Century," and is designed to promote awareness about current economic issues of relevance among Missooo high school and college students.
.The conference is sponsored by the
UMR Economics Department, and
will include discussions about health
care economics, as well as job opportunities in the economics field. In addi-

tion, students will present reasearch
studies, and hold a debate on some of
these economic issues. Mr. Nader' s
presentation, which will take place at 8
P.M. in Leach Theatre, Castleman
Hall, is part of the Leaders for the 21st
Century Lecture Serie~ and the UMR
Harry W .L. Porth Distinguished Lecture Series. The lecture is open to the
public. Free tickets are available at the
ticket window in University Center:
West.
Since he attacked and defeated the
auto industry .in the 1960's with his
book"Unsaf~atanySpeed", N aderhas

been a· daring crusader for consumer
rights and safety on a multitude of
fronts, including the environment and
the workplace. Nader h as also
authored or edited many books on subjects ranging from consumer education
to corporate and political topics. Some
of his books include "Winning the Insurance Game," "Getting the' Best
From Your Doctor," and ,,'Why Women
Pay More." In addition, Nader has
been the initiator of a number of citizen
action groups including the Pension
Rights Center and the Coalition for
Universities in the Public Interest.

Attend summer school
and still go home
Aamissions Office
SOURCE

Students may have some free time
or wish to get ahead with some courses
that they need to complete during the
summer. With this in mind, the Admissions office is ·sponsoring a Community CoQege Fair on Wednesday,

April 19. This will allow students to
register for summer courses at a community college near their homes. College representatives will be in the
Miner Lounge from 9:00 a.m. until
2:00 p.m. and will have all of the
necessary registration materials. In
addition, Julie Parker and Linda
Rockaway will be there to assist students with questions regarding how the
courses will transfer back to Rolla.
This is an 'Oxcellent opportunity for
students to plan for the summer.

Miner Global .News: all the news you need in half the time
Michael Madden
Starr Writer

As UMR recessed the past week,
notable news events were happening
exponentially. A brief analysis of the
major events of the week follows:

April 3, 1995:
-McDonald's expanded its market
beyond the continental U.S.A. by
pledging to sell fishburgers and
vegetable nuggets in India.

-Under a new federal law in Russia,
travelers that expect to stay in Russia
for over 90 days must now prove they
do not have AIDS.
-A Florida women was sentenced to
15 years in prison after allowing her
bedridden husband to rot in body
wastes and be overcome by severe
gangrene.
--Government officials estimated that
it would take $230-$350 billion to
clean up the superlative nuclear waste
built up during the cold war.
April 4, 1995:
-Researchers concluded that secondhand smoke is more deadly for non-

smokeis because they have not built up
a resistance to the !,Klisons found in
cigarettes.
-A criminalist iestified that · OJ.
Simpson's Bronco was "stained with
red and brown spots." TIlese "spots"
may be the key to the murder case.
-Secretary of State Warren Christopher lashed out againsi Iraq for "trying
to develop biological weapons for
offensive purposes."
-Nine Americans and a Singaporean
were released from an Indian jail after
they had been held for six day after a
religious rally turned violent.
-The debate over student financial
aid continued in Washington, D.C.
The GOP accused the Democrats of

using ."scare tactics" to misinform the
public about the proposed plan . to
change stUdent aid.
April 5, 1995:
-As expected, the House approved
the GOP's tax-cut portion of "The
Contract With America."
-Researchers at the University of
California at San Francisco announced
they have found a brain protein that
curbs hunger in laboratory mice.
-President Clinton pushed for bipartisan cooperation to streamline the
government and fulf'lll the American
dream.
'
-Pope John Paul II took a stand by

condemning abortion and euthanasia.
-Scientists found a gene for an
enzyme that will stop inflarnrnation.
This discovery should lead to new
treatments of asthma and lethal bowel
conditions in youngsters.
April 6, 1995:
-The United States, Russia, Chin;"
Britain, and France vowed not to use
nuclear arms against countries without
nuclear capabilities.
-To the joy of many, Russian officials
proclaimed that the war in the republic
of Ch""hnya is "over."

see Global, page 17

All orginizational meeting times
and places are provided by the
Student Activity Center, UCW
218. Please send aU changes to
the aforementioned office.

Sunrise
Rolla Bldg.

4:00 pm:

Wednesday

be returned to the UMR Bookstore, Monday, May
15th by noon.

3:00 pm: Trip & Skeet Cub Mtg., Basement of

Gaming Anoci.tion Open Sessior

4:30pm: Sigma Tau Delta Mtg.• 2ndFioorLounge
HoSS

314&.317CE

11:30 pm: BSU Prayer Lund!. Baptist Student

5:30 pm: Swr;. Mtg.. Miooouri

Union

7:10,..: Sbow-MeAnimeMtg.. 104McNutt

1:31 pm: StuCo Lawyer. WaItwt

7:" pm: SUB Movie: Polity'" 104 ME

6:30 pm: Koinonia Biblc Study. 205 H-SS

4:" pm: Fencing Mtg.• 118 ME

. 4:" pm: Rugby Practice. Rubgy Field (Frat Row)
5'" pm: C:in:1eKMtg..G-5HSS

9:10 pm: SUB Movie: Simu. 104 ME

5:" pm: Raide.. Mig.• 302 Harria
S:3t pm: Intramural Manager. MIg.. Clauroom

Muhi-Purpooe
5:31 pm: Spaniob Club MIg.. G-9 HSS

,:eo pm: Aikido Club Mtg.. 30;1 Rolla Bldg.

Saturday
GD[ - Independent< Float Trip

college records orthe high schoolorre<:ordmustbe
with themtesofKansuorMil50uri and either (a)

_I'" pm:

Chi Alpha Mig.• Meramec

9:10 pm: AFROTC Mig .• 208 Harria

Next Wednesday

U:t8 pm: Gaming Aooociation Open Scuion.

9:tOam-1:8Opm: CommunityCollegeS_er

314&317CE

Schoo[ Registrotion, Miner Lounge

6:00 pm: CSA MIg.. 204 McNun

6:80pm: Eta Kappo Nu Mtg.• 100EE
7:00 pm: A1CllE Mtg.• G-3 Chern

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: Sirens, 104 ME

11:30 am: BSU Prayer Lunch, Bap~ Student

4:00 pm: Fencing MIg .• 118 ME

4:00 pm: Rugby Practice, Rugby R eid (Frat Row)

7:00 pm: ASCE Mtg.

Sunday

8:00 pm : Kappa Kappa Psi Mig, 211 McNutt

5:00 pm: Raiders Mtg., 302 Harris

2:00pm: CSA Chinese Class. 104. 11 7. 208 .209.

8:00 pm: SUB Conunedian: DanHom. UCE Cafe

2I S.21 6.ME

5:30pm: SptinishClubMlg .• G-9H-SS

1:30 pm: Tau Beta S igma Mtg. . 21 2 McNutt

6:00 pm:

6:00 pm: Wesly· Breakaway, Wesley House

Wesley Dinner and Cbapel. Wesley

House

6:00 pm: Spelunkets Club Mtg .• 204 McNun

9:00 pm: Blue Sabres Mtg., 208 Harris

SUB: Easter Egg Hunt,

6:00 pm: Aikido Club MIg.• 304 Rolla Bdg.

Monday .

Campus
1:30 pm: Cll1utian Science Orgmizat~ on.Sunrise

7:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg.• I25 Chern E

11:30 am -1 :30 pm: Student CouncTI SU'g gestion

Booth,Breezeway

7:00 pm: AGC MIg.• 114 CE

4:00 pm: Rugby Practice. Rugby Field (Frat Row)
4:00 pm: Fen~g Mtg.. 11"8 ME
4:30 pm: Keramoo/Am. CeramicSociety Mtg.. 206

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engrs. MIg.. 204
McNun

McNutt

5:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Mig.• 210 McNun

6:00 pm: IK Mig.• G-5 H-SS

6:00 pm: AikidO Club Mtg.. 304 Rolla Bldg.

c.fe

6:00 pm: Toutmastef$ Mtg., Missouri

6:30 P'!'~ BSUBiblcStudy. BaptistStu~enru:en....

8:30 pm: Tau Beta Si"!'a. 212 McNutt

6:30 pm: Am . Nuclear Society Mtg., 227 Fulton

7:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu Help s...ion, 101 EE

,:.38 pm: SSUWorship,SaptistStudent Union

7:00 pm: NSBE MIg. . 204 McNutt

BAQlElPRANOMASTERSUIDENIS

7:30 pm: A1cOOolics AnonyrnouoOpenMIg.•Wal-

UMRB~.. anytimeotartingMay3tdfrom8:JO

nut

am to 4 :30 pm. Bachelor and Master attire do 001

8:00 pm: SUB Commedian: Randy Levin, UCE

No Day
You may purchase yourc:ap and gowns at the

7:eo pm: Alpha Phi Omega MIg.• 1l4 CE

7:00 pm: IEEE MIg .• 117 CE

7:30pm: Voic:esoflnspil"J.tion Mtg., lstAssembly

need to be ordered in advance.
8:110 pm: College Republicans Mtg .• I05 ME

PIID STIJ!)EtITS FACIJI IX ANOSTAfF

8:30 pm : Arnold AirSocicty Mtg., 208 Harris

Pleaseplace yourcapandgownordcnbyApril
Istat the Bookstore. You may pick them up starting
May 3td al&o.

ofOod

Tuesday

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team MIg .• 202 BE

11:00 am ·1:00 pm: SME Bl'1I.twum. Sales, Out8:00 pm: SL Pat's Committtt Mtg., 107(: ME
Annex

within al~mile radiusfroma point on tbeKansu/
Misoouristale line athigh_ y [- 35; or(b) within a 25
mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office at the
mailingadd.reAofac:urrentMClBmember.

ApplicantmustbepunuingaBacbelorofSci.
ence or higher dellCCC that includes concrete and
coDCrete designCOWKS as an integral part of their

side McNutt

We cannot guarantee any delivery of cap and

gown orders placed after April 1st. Late fees will be
chargedaf\.erlhisdate.

TheUMRBookslore w illbc: opcn on5aturday,
May 13th from 10:00 am 10 4:30 pm .

AU.r:tn1:lh.maybe retumedSaturday,May 13th

capacity ,,,,d careerintetat from three evalualora ia
required;at[eutoneohouldbefromar.cu1tymem_

tio.. <ent to MCIB by the applicant will not be I

~
Applicationuvailablein the: StudentFinanci,alAid I
Offic:e,G-1 PallterHall Applicationdeadline: April !
30. [995.

yearofferingfinancial ... i.otanc:eto.tudenti .. _

Smith.
ChariE

Canada andthe United Stated. CanadianorAmaia..ncitizmsh.ipis:a~uimneot.

r.llring a

mum GPA of 2.7 j, required. Criteria otbertban
strictlyacadanicandfmancialnecdareconsideredin

,iih hisf
W
ebsler.

the selection proeess. Selected students will receive
upto$2,5oo.oo. Deadlineo for1995 ariApril 15th.
IIlIilmIbytheocda....

Applicantmuot not be. son. daughter. grandCommitteemember.

l~l. secl

Awardsmavailable forall an:u of post-secondary ,tudy. A mini-

aity.
pletedconcteteorconCft:tedcsigncoUIKI.

rith iheiJ
'IIVOrities
<llJlIple,

lune 15th.andNovernber3Oth. Applicant<muotbe

Applicant must be enrolled in or have com-

ganiz'
lri,en

THE JOHN GYLES EDUCATION FUND
The lohn Gyles Education Fund is apin 1his

degree prognm at an ac:c:redited collegeorUDiver-

.... granddaugh..r.niec:e,omcphewof.. Advisory

Center

u:oo am - u:oo pm:

dents pursuing a Sache1orof Science orhishercte-.
grec that includes concrete and concrete deaigll

7:" pm: ASME Mtg..1l4 CE

11:10 am: RUiby Game. Rugby Field (Frat Row)

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: Pollty·s. 104 ME

Thursday

The MCIB Educational Fund WI< eotabliahed
10 provide fmancialaid to cOllege engineering stu-

REQIJIREMENTS:
Applicants pe:nnanent raidenceu: indicated on

.:.. ,..: AFRarc Flight Mig•• Meramec

(a) A 5tatc:ment of appraisaloftheapplicantio

her. The statements of appraial must be retumed
mE MlD-WEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY ,
dire<tlytoMClNbyeachevaluator. Re,,,mli,,:ndaBOARD, INC

coursesu an integral partoftheirdegree program.

':"pm: Wehey -B=kaway. WeoleyHouse
6:Of pm: Spelunkers Club Mtg .• 204 McNutt

Financial Aid

6:30 pm: StuCo Mtg.• 204 McNutt
7:3t pili: SUB Concert: UFE IN GENERAL,

C<ntaWal

--

tetml of polentialfor growth, dlarac<er.[eadmbip

4:80 pm: Rugby Practice. Rugby Field (Frat Row)

StudentsmayreceiveanapplicationbysendiDs
their~uestsalong with a self-addreacd. stamped

(US32ccnt<)No.lOenve!opeto: The lohnGy[ea
Edu~tion Fund. Attention:

R. Junes Cougle, Ad-

see AID, page 17

St. Pat's Concert
ithstand Test of Time Was a Success

while their sons were fighting in G~r- place with all of the youngsters, he waS
many.
I
invited down to be initiated with the
Mr. Smith was assigned to the pledge class of Fall '94.
eleventh division of the third army .
It was fantastic to hear the stories of
under General Patton. His division how it was in the old days, and to see
landed at Lorraine then went through Mr. Smi th's futy- two year old paddle.
Bastogne into Belgium, Germany, It was also fun to watch Mr. Smith
Czechoslovakia, and ended up occupy- enjoy himself as he reminiscenced
ing Austria.
while going through old yearbooks and
After three years of touring Europe walked through campus. At the initiaon active duty and watching his phi- tion banquet Mr. Smith said that he
was greatly honored that after all these"
a degree in Civil Engi- . losophies and direction in life change,
after spending the summer Charles went into the reserves and years he was fmally initiated into the
with his father's coni;>any, Stone and came back home. Back at h9me he fraternity and that it would be a moWebster, surveying and inspecting began taking night classes in Account- mimt he would always treasure.
This kind of lifetime commitment
concrete. In the fall of 1942, Mr. Smith ing at Sl Louis University. He then
decided to pledge Triangle Fraternity. started taking Accounting at Washing- is characteristic of the devotion of
After going through the rigors of ton University until his wife had their members of fratern ities and sororities
pledgeship, Uncle Sam decided first child. Th!' financial burden of the to their organizations. ' The bond iliat
Charles would look better in fatigues child ended Charles's chances of re- they make with the organization during
and drafted him into World War II ceiving further education and Mr.
their short time here lasts a lifeiime
Smith settled down and became a and keeps them coming back for more.
before he could be initiated.
Fro m Rolla. Charles was trans- salesman.
Charles Smith was not even a member
planu;d to a special army school at
Then. in the fall of 1994. fifty-two yet, but the devotion that brotherhood
Washington Sl in Pullman. Washing- years after becoming a pledge. Mr. created brought Charles Smith back
ton where he continued to study Engi- Smith contacted the pledge trainer at after W.W. II and fifty -two years to
neering as a part of the A.S.T.P. pro- Triangle. Kev in Biggers, inquiring finally become a member of the frall'rnity. The brothers were different. but
gram. This reprieve from. the .wa~ . about thepcissibility of being initiated.
lasted only 8 months after A.S.T.P.
Kevin Biggers checked the recOl;ds and the brotherhood .was the same. Confound out that Mr. Smith was techni- gratulations Charles Arthur Smith!
was disbanded because of complaints
by mothers who thought it was unfair cally still a pledge. So. after Mr. Smith
~th:::a:.:'t~th:.:es=e~=~=..2:.::·=.::to~sc:.:h:..:o::o.:.l·_a=ss=ur:..:e:.:d:...t=a.:..
h t .::h.:.e:....~=..:n.::o:.:t-'be:.:...:.ou=t:....:.of'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _-=.t....:E=r:.:i.:.c.::B:..:u=n=n:.:e:.:ll.J.
is greater than the bonds
built by friendship, brotherand sisterhood through fraterni.sororities. These bonds to the
10fl!anlizlni<ln keep many members
motivated to be involved

-:::----.
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Missouri Miner
Reports Pressing
News ' S·tories

!

The recent Miner news update of these developments, I do not know and
29 Much has given me great cause for cannot guess. I am proud, however, to
concern. The revelation of "Russian contribute my student fees to a publicasales of nuclear weapons to Iran" must tion which fearlessly reports truths
come as a grave shock to all Ameri- which the poltroons of the liberal
cans. Anned with these weapons of American 'news media establishment
mass destruction, in addition to the dare not impart, I know that many
"immense chemical weapons and students don't have the ability to read a
troops" also reported by the Miner, the newspaper every day, so they turn to
Iranian army may be liable to do any- . the Miner for reliable and tiinely wor-.
thing. Fortunately, the Miner has not mation about world and local affairs.
yet reported any purchases of long To the editors of the Missouri Miner
range ballislil; mislilesby the Irani~.~ -aft)' ~ell-done and keep u~
How the Miner was able to scoop the good worlc.
the mainstream media in reporting
by Pete Jennings

HELP WANTED
MenIWomen earn up to $486 weekly
..assembly circuit boards/elect~onic"
components at home: Expe~ience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
.pp,enings your local area. Cal~ 1~602.689.·_?4~4 Ext. t02C

I would like to take a few minutes
to respond to the opinion printed last
week - entitled "No Moshing or Fun
Allo';"ed During Concert". I received a
lot of good feedback about how the
concert went and I want to express my
thanks to those who did refrain from
moshing after the announcements
were made. Thanks to you, we all had
a safe. an.sl incident-free event.
In response to the nameless individual that was escoIted from the
buildi'ng-;- the decision to not allow
moshing during this show was made by
Mike Kelly, They Might Be Giants'
Road Manager. I backed up his decision 1()()!JI, because in these days of
lawsu.lt-crazy individuals it would
have only taken one injury or major
problem to make this the last SI. Pat's
Concert . I do not feel that putting
people at risk of possible injury just
because a few people want to act crazy
is a very good policy. Generally, open
floor seating is prohibited because of
the inherent security problems that follow, but because of the nature of our
venue this is the only suitable setup ..
I do agree that bands feed off of a
crowd's enery. and itis too bad that you
had to leave before the band started to

that developed on the floor and before
the entire gym was dancing to TMBG's
hits.
As to why the same show at NEMO
was only $7 for students, I do not know,
but the cost of a concert is largely based
on the number of people that a venue
has to attract from. I suspect that
NEMO has a lot more students than
UMR from which to draw. If you have
ever been to a show in SI. Louis or
Kansas City, I think yo u will be hard
pressed to find a concert with two
major headliners for only $10. This
price is very reasonable and we here at
SUB are trying very hard to keep the
prices down for everybody.
I also want to thank all of the security personnel without whom the concert could not have gone so well. We
appreciate all of the support that the
campus has shown for our programming.
We appreciate and encourage your
comments and ideas. If anyone has any
comments or ideas for future concerts,
please feel free to contact me at the
SUB office (341-4220) or via e-mail
(sub@ umr.edu).
Lee Hahnel
Student Union Board

feed' off of the 1000 person conga line

Concerts Director

Lambda Sigma Pi
will hold a
Smoker
on Wed., April 12 at
Sigma Nu Fraternity
starting at 9:00 p.m.
Lambda Sigma Pi is a women's service organization. This smoker is tbe last one to be held
this semester. Interviews will be on Thursday,
April 20. If you are mterested in becoming a
member, come to the smoker or contact a
Lambda Sigma Pi member.

. RIGHT NEXT ro CAMPUS

Every Blues Hocke y
Game $.50 Draws
Everytime We Score!! !

HE

12th & PINE 364-3311

...

-

,- . ,'-'

T HE MINER S FAVOR ITE HANGO UT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIA L PRICES
ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS

Lunch Specials Monda y-Thur sday: Try our great
Chicke n Stir Fry and Our favorite Turkey Sub!
. Friday : Ultima te Nachos, Taco Salad and the

Grotto's

. F.A.J :.'tfI:O 'U"S B'U" Fl.F l.ITO S

OWN.
MAC.
ASAP.

Editing and Proofreading
By UMR graduate in English
With 10 years secretarial experience
$10 Per hour (one hour minimum)
Pickup and Delivery on campus

Call Margie
364-0099
Monday through Friday
Between 9am and 9 pm
ONE HOUR FREE -- TH

Yours and yours alone.

ty1acintosh Performa" 636 w/CD
8MB 1IMU250MB barri drive, CD-ROM driw,

ilejJoard, mouse and all /he softwareyou're
IiIIdy 10 nad. MOf!iWr sold st{IatrlIeIy.

PowerBook" 520c wlModem
12MB lIAMI320MB barri driw and mtXiI!m.

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles . .

Well,l jl
~er edilor
~ahleto do

SttondTime

We mean like yesterday.

Color StyleWriter" 2400
Inl t:4rlridge and robk induded.

RIGHT NOW FROM APPLE CAMPUS DIRECT

Being a sIudent Is hard So ~ made buying a Macintosh· easy. So easy, in fact, that the
prk:es on Macintosh personal computers are now even 10wer than their a1ready k1.v student
prk:es.

Macintosh Performa· 6115 w/CD
8MB RAMI350MB bani drive, aJ-ROM
drive, 15" tdor di:!pIay, ~ IIIOUSe
and all /be sif/Icattyou're IiIIdy 10 II8IIti.

Unfortunately, they wont stay this k1.v foreYet So jOO need to ~ about how hard JOOr life Is fIX'
a
minute and start thinking aboot how easy it will be with a MadnkJ5h. ~ ampuler that gives jOO the ~ any student can use. ~ ~ kI be)Wl' bee

1b order direct froni Apple or to learn more about Apple products

at special student prices, call1-80Ni7....33 at. 719.

Appl"."

!It;_
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Features
Charles Janson

Ilt)t)t)l)t)t)t) . ••

Greetings fellow readers!
I trust y' all (I'll get back to that in
a minute) had a great break and you
didn't get into too much trouble. For
those of you that came back early for
the EIT, aren't you just a lirtle disappointed that your break ended on such
a note??? Ah, but such is life ...
Well, I for one had a splendid
break. I got back here and school didn't
seem to be so bad. Sure, I'm going to
be busier than a one-legged man in a
butt kicking contest But, I' m OK with
that.
So, on with the adventures from
My Little Warm and Fuzzy ...
I got quite a few things from my
visit to.. Texas, foremost was the addition offorty-two more items to my "List
of Reasons Not To Have Children."
Yes, indeed, if you ever want a good
time, take five or six toddlers, don't
feed them for a few hours, and then
stick them on a plane for two hours.
Throw in some turbulence and a couple
of drunks and you're rollin' . Boy,
that's good fun!!!
It amazes me at what parents are (or
aren't) thinking these days. I would
have never believed this if I hadn't
heard it with my own ears, but a mother

was trying to reason with her screaming child. Yes, good 01' Bradley had
been screaming at the top of his lungs
for thirty minuws since take-off and his
mother evidently was trying to teach
him a lesson by ignoring him. One
screaming child would have been
enough, but as it worked out, Bradley
had sympathizers, and they all decided
that whatever injustice was done to
Bradley might be done to them and
they'd better scream while they had the
chance.
Anyway, after some angry looks
.from fellow passengers, Bradley's
mother decided that she would talk to
him and find out what the problem was.
The conversation went like this, "Bradley, don't you remember our discussion prior to our departure? You were
going to behave like a you ng man and
we were going to have a pleasant trip
home. Why aren't you behaving like
you agreed to?" Well, like I said, l"
wouldn't have believed it if I hadn 't'
heard it myself.
But on with the story ...
The rest of the trip went pretty
well. I got to see the Blue Bell ice

see Hmmm, page 15

Second Time Around ...

Well, I just sent a lelter off too_my quarter, with no lesson plans prepared,
Miner editor indicating that I may not and a slack of papers up to your eyebe able to do very many (if any!) mOlE balls that needed to be corrected. Let
Second Time Around... columns. Now me tell you, it was a major challenge to
I sit here at a Network terminal w~n get everything graded and back to the
dering if! can possibly zap off acolumn kids, get all the grades in the
in the few minutes I have available. (If gradebook, and get quarter grades
I can, it sure won't be a long column!) completed, while at the same time havYou see, it seems my part-time substi- ing lessons everyday. (I have to admit,
tute work at local schools has become some of the lessons were developed
a full-time position, as I have replaced "on the spot" while I stood at the board
a local math teacher who has had a . with a book in my hand wondering
baby. For the rest of the school year, I what I was going to teach this bunch of
will be trying to correct papers in my hormone-filled adolescents before
teaching methods class and trying to me!)
Through the grace of God and a lot
make applicable math lesson plans in
Psych class! It mig~not have been soli: of late-night help from my wonderful
bad except that the teacher having the wife (plugging numbers into the combaby ended up in the hospital on short o puter), we made it through third-quarnotice and had the baby prematurely. ler grading. I now have caught up on
Thus, she was not able to adequately lesson plans (a ; hol~ w~ek'~ wor.th .
prepar~ for a new teacher to come in
prepared!) andhavere1uced the ) rad- .
and take over. Her plans were to have ingpile"tojust aninchorso. Nowl!just
two weeks of lesson plans made out pray that the Psychology test I just took
and ready for the incoming replace- withonlyanhour-and·a-halfof"glance
ment and to have all papers graded ~d quickly at the notes" study time doesn't
caught up. Unfortunately, that just come back with an "F" on it!
didn't work out. I go t called in to take
"By the way, the teacher -I replaced
over two weeks before the end of the and her baby are doing very well. Be-

ing premature hasn't seemed to have
hurt the child at all. Even though the
little boy could have been legally
aborted/killed (based on the laws of
our country), he's healthy, happy, and is
growing like a weed on his mother's
wo nderful care. Sounds like I'm "prolife," doesn't it!? Well I'm definitely
not "pro-abortion" or "pro-death! " I
don't believe in the term "pro-choice, "
by the way. The baby doesn't get much
of a choice! But anyway, perhaps this
is one of those topics for another time,
should I have the time to wriw anr
more columns ...
So, you may be thinking what's the
big deal? Why did you send a note off
to your editor saying you might not be
able to do any more columns? Aren't
you a college student? Don't you .subsist9nlac~0.fsleepa!ld too,much toqo? '
,WelI,let~m,e'put itlQYo,u this way_ The .
s*itc h from part-time substitute
teacher to full-time teacher kind of gets
in the way of full-time student, fu lltime rancher, fu ll-time daddy and hus-_
band. I've already had to ditch the parttime library worker and part-time Sunday Schoo l teacher. If I look at the

things on (falling am) lIle plate, parttime column writer is teetering precariously on the edge. Besides, somewhere in there I still have to do some
taxes ! Auuuggghhhh! Maybe I1l give
in this week and for the first time in my
life, take my taxes to an accountant,
and pay someone else to do 'em. (Oh,
come on Scott, get real! You're too
cheap for that! You know it'll be a latenight April 15th kind of thing!) I still
want to fmish building our house in
there somewhere, too. Does anyone
ou~ there know how to- make a real
quick c lone?
On the serious side again, it is
amazing how we are forced to make
choices. Sometimes those choices are
not easy. Sometimes wehavetochoose
to eliminate something from our lives
that we may really enjoy. Take the
librarx job 1 h'aq ,here at UMR... I
REALL Y enjoy;d myself there. The
people I worked with were great, I
learned alot, and had a good time . .il-yt,
the time I had to allocate to it just did
not fit into the grand scheme of things.
As badly as I wanted to stay on at the
library, it had to go, and an unpleasant
0

decision had to be made. I can remem-

ber my senior year at university the

"First Time Around," when there were
so many job opportunities available.
Which to choose!?! It seemed my
whole life was on the line. (Some of
you graduating Seniors are probably
thinking the same thing about now, too,
eh?) Do I go for money or location or
job? What to do, what to do? But you
know, I made the decision back then
the same way I make the tough decisions now. I pray about it God has
always seen me thlouih the tough decisions, as well as the tough times. No
matter what happens, I have the assurance that He is faithfully by my side,
leading and guiding. What a comfortable thought!
DID YOU KNOW that people of
faith have been shown to lead less
stressful (though no less busy or hectic)
lives? Evidently, their faith in God and
trust in Him provides a comfort that
makes it easier to travel life's road.
DON'T FORGET to visit the
house of worship of your choice every
week. God can help you make it ,
SDG
through too .. . if you let Him!

Blue Key Miner of the Mont~
March's Winner: Lisa Rothley
Each month, ~Blue Key National
Honor Fraternity takes nominations for
"Miner of the Month." This award is
designed to honor a member of a campus organization who goes above and
beyond the normal call of duty to better
the campus, communily, and/or organization. The Blue Key Miner of the
Month for March is Lisa Rothley,
.
by Chi 0 mega.
nommated
LisaorganizedChi Omega's armual
Spaghetti Dinner. Over $1700 was
raised for charily as a result of this
dinner, an increase of S700 from the
year before! This money is being donated to the National Asthma Research
Foundation at St. Louis Universily
Hospital in memory of Ken eissman.

:v

;~!

. •
Josingstre iX
S~ also orgaruzed"' a ~rogram i ~ in th~
which every second grader m a class i Inracoll,gtl
illinois has a penpal here in Rolla. Thi p~yoff spot
encourages the children to both reru r<t1UfIS to
and write and gives the children
UMR los
positive role model.
four days la
Finally, Lisa arranged for member o,uall and I
ofChiOmegatogotolocalelementw J;lIl:fourll~
• niVISlon ef
schools and read aloud to children. Sh, rh~
.IS.In th e process 0 f extendin g this
' ser 'hichpus
f being ,lit
vice to the pediatric ward at Phelp. ~. The!
Counly Regional Medical Center.
towin theirt
Congratulations, Lisa! If you 0 lenes, last
anyone in your organization wants t< ~u~ andth,
nominate someone for Miner of th, 'Southwesl81
Month for April, look for the applica finisbing am'
tion in your box in 113 Universit) thediv~ion.
UMR ho
Center West.
ranked 19tht

'\'~t
l~"'t.~ i C v
.

'3i' Ar'o1 ~ ~k.t. • . .

t,,~bill on'j)

G~ 0W&&= r;p~,:.~ i
S. Room (abbr.)
6. Long lime
7. Grows old
8. Spirit
9. Mediocre
10. Movie lead
16. News gathering org.
18. Hlgb eonl
20. Strike gendy
12. Extreme
25. Short swim
27. - - tock
011 (doze)
' 29. 31. Semi-soUd material
33. Angry
35. Everyone's uncle
36. To what place
38. Rule
39. Total amount
41. Wilbout music
'45. Short sleep

ACROSS
1. Past
4. SPice
8. Atlas Item
11. Store a"ay
12. California foa
13. Eat
14. Al
IS. -Vega

17. Came dose to
19. PIcnic pal

21. Eoc:b
23. Wound m.ark
lA. Peru.H
26 . Make lace

28.o..b
. 30. Sty animal

57. [Jog's foot

34. Sell
35. Dlr«'lJon (abbr.)
37. Florida bini

58.
60.
61.
63.
64.

..a. Used 10 form PilSl lea.ae

66. Mh

32. DuU

Legume plant
Normll - -

Verb
Traveler', .toponr (abbr.) '
aty In Peru

47.
49.
51.
52.
54.
56.
58.
59.
61 .
65.
67.

Time zone {abbr.}
In the country

Mad
Wide-mouthed pltcber
rar:m buUdlng
Southern state (abbr.)
Life support system (libbr.)
Flicial feature
OlrectJoD (libbr.)
NortbeUlem silite (libbr.)
Southern state (abbr.)

Unscramble these six Jumbles,

one letter to each square, to form
six ordinary words.

tCHO$OL /

') (')

~

EPTIIE

) I

I

I

K)

~CRONAR ~

) I I ]

~ CACTEN

XJ I

II

/

HONUKOj

3

7"
THE P~'ZEF'SIo(i!:~/:S
FAVO~'TE ~EAD'N~

MATTER.
Now arrange the circled letters to

I K tJ
above
tXXJtIIIIIIIIJ

form the surprise answer, as sug-

gested by the

cartoon.

PRINT YOUR ANSWER IN THE CIRCLES BELOW

L~enwood

the lOurnam
againsl ih,Cc
his wrist at tl
could onlypia
Ultlofih'gan:
Il'Orried mostc
la!,who haspl
!(in all thrOU!
!OinglO take
le!!ing ihe 01
nss gaveUQ
!OIUSed 10 it
lmedown ihe
lruiru sleppe
:l!1JJi~ons. E
itOring 30 wi
a~ey,ihefres
nannonalso

~on OU~t"

)]annonshou
».ibly#l. C
lomgto be in

~IYear at Al

~nh CaroIin
IlilnstUCl.A

· 41. ExdamadoD of ourprbt .68. SDD

.cJ. Sbdlac laaredJeat
44. eo., room
46. Dfttrlbute
48. Comba.
50. Common vetch
S3.lItlsy 55. To draa or haul

69. Green cem
70. Lasl

DOWN
1. Make UDtDcb
2. Lean
3. Ntabt bird

see Solutions, page 15
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UMR Baseb_-=-=--=

The University of Missouri-Rolla
baseball team will attempt to stop a
losing streak at six games and try to get
back in the race for a Mid-America
eteinRoUl I Intercollegiate Athletics .Associatio~
dten to bo
playoff spot at the same lime when It
s lit !h I'll retwns to the field this week.
I
UMR lost six games in the span of
e
four days last week to fall to 10-19
overall and I-lOin MIAA play. The
latter four losses were to MIAA South
Division "leader Missouri southern,
which pushed the Miners to the brink
of being eliminated from the playoff
chase. The Miners will probably have
to win their two remaining conference
series, last weekend's at Pittsburg
State and the April 14-15 series against
Southwest Baptist, to have any hope of
finishing among the top four teams in
the division.
UMR hosted Quincy University,
ranked 19th in NCAA Division II, in a
twinbillo ri Tuesday and played two at
Lindenwood College on Thursd.~y"

After a strong start to the 1995 Basehall season, UMR now struggles to
make MlAA Post-Season Play.
Those games were followed by the where UMR and Pittsburg State will
weekend series in Pittsburg, Kan., play doubleheaders on Sall1rday and

U-CLA Reigns Sumpreme
David Hicks

kansas, Thurman and Williams was
too much for the 1-2 of North Carolina,
Stackhouse and Wallace.

Sports Staff Writer

10
Jg-

The UCLA Bruins are the 1995
'NCAA Basketball Champions. The
Bruins beat Oklahoma State in the
Semi-finals and Arkansas in the
Championship game. Oklahoma
State, the surprise Final Four team put
up a good fight but couldn't o,\ercome
UCLA's awesome team. Tyus Edney
held the Bruins together throughout
the tournament and played great
against the Cowpokes. Edney injured
his wrist at the end of the game and
could only play the the first three minutes of the game agianst the Hogs. This
worried most of the Bruin fans. Arkansas, who has played just good enough to
win all through the tournament, was
going to take advantage of this by
pressing the entire game. At first the
press gave UCLA problems, but they
got used to it and beat it most of the
time down the court Everyone for the
Bruins stepped up and played like
Champions, Ed O'Bannon was great
scoring 30 with 17 rebounds. Toby
Bailey, the freshman sensation had 26.
O'Bannon also won MOP, which is the
Most Outstanding Player award.
O'B annon should go high in the draft,
possibly # I. Corliss Williamson is also
going to be in the draft, skipping his
last year at Arkansas. Arkansas beat
North Carolina in route to the Final
against UCLA. The 1-2 punch of Ar-

........ ~ted From Post-Season

NHL Report - Blues / Hawks Rivalry Intensifies
Hope everyone had an
enjoyable spring break but while many
of you were basking in sun on some
beach down south somewhere there
was some ice hockey going on. Friday
was the trade deadline for the NHL so
many organizations were trying to
whip together the winning combination that will lead them to the promise
land. The Cup Baby!!! Their were
many players around the league last
week looking for a new residence, here
are some of the more notable player
movements:

North Carolina will be back next
year with basically the same team.
Even though Thurman and Williamson
faired well against the Tar Heels, they
failed against the Bruins. Williamson
was shut down scoring his last points of
the game with 16 minutes left in the 20
minute 1st half. Zidek of UCLA did ari
amazing job against him, Thunnan
was cold from outside making very few
shots. It will be a couple of years before
Arkansas can get back a tearn like this
one. UCLA probably won't do quite as
well either losing both Ed O'Bannon
and Edney to the NBA. Oklahoma
State is also through for a while as
Reeves goes to the NBA also.
Here are some teams for next sea-

son you need to keep in mind. North
Carolina, Maryland, Oklahoma,
UConn, Duke, Missouri, UMass, and
Virginia. See ya next season.

Sunday.
The Miners went through a tough
weekend against the division leading
Lion squad, Losing Sall1rday's games
10-3 and 4-1 and Sunday's pair by
counts of 14-5 and 12-0. There were
some bright spots for the Miners, particularly the play of left fielder Nathan
Wade (Springfield, Ill.) had a homerun
and two RBI's in Sunday's first game as
he raised his average to .314, while
Matt Bryant (Troy, Mo.) hit his teamhigh fourth home run of the year on
Sunday.
On the mound, UMR got good outings from Saturday starters Geoff
Seavey (St. Louis, Mo./parkway
South) and Mike Banfield (Broken
Arrow, Okla.). Seavey allowed only
three earned runs in eight innings of
work, as he was hurt by six Miner
errors. Banfield kept the Lions in
check for the most part, but received
little offensive support in the second
.~R News Source
game loss.

The New York Rangers traded
. 'goaltender Corey Hirsch to the
Vancouver Canucks for ex-Blue
Nathan Lafayette, center.
The Philadelphia Flyers sent
defenseman Gary Galley to Buffalo for
defenseman Peter Svoboda.
Toronto traded defenseman Drake
Berehowsky to the Penguins for Grant
Jennings, defenseman.
Also they acquired goon, enforcer,
tOugh guy Tie Domi, winger, and a
third round draft choice from
Winnepeg for center Mike Eastwood.
Vancouver traded Greg Adams and
Dan Keso, fonvards, to the Dallas
Stars for right winger Russ Courtnall.
The NY Islanders acquired Kirk
Muller, Graig Darby, centers, and
Mathieu Schneider, defenseman, form
the Montreal Canadiens for Pierre
Turgeon, center, and Vladimir
Malakhov, defenseman.
Chicago got back flashy Dennis

Savard from the Tampa Bay Lighll1ing
to help accommodate the loss of
Jeremy Roenick for the remainder of
the year due to a knee injury, TOO
BAD!!!! They gave up a 1996 sixth
round draft choice. Savard in his
prime was one of the mo.st lethal
forwards in the game. One of the best
centers in Hawk history, and that is a
tough list to be on.
St Louis decided to go with what I said
and not mess with the team anymore.
Their only movement was sending
Peoria Riverman Daniel Lappierre,
defenseman, to Ottawa for a ninth
round pick in this years draft .
So what does everyone think
about the Blues? Not deing to bad. It
is amazing they are the fourth best
team right now and are fourth in goals
scored but are near last in penalty
killing and power play scoring. Really
doesn't make much sense but then
again either does Keenan. If you
watched the game against Dallas on
Fox on Sunday you saw a good hockey
game. Even though Blues lost, there
was some real hockey displayed,
plenty of hitting, solid defense, and a
few good scoring opportunities. Old
time hockey baby, Eddie Shore
hockey, the way the game is meant to
be. Their was no ice dancing going on
out there, just plenty of grinding. To
the real hockey fan this is as exciting
as a scoring festival. Also, if you read
Bernie Miklasz, sports writer for the
Post-Dispatch, article on Monday you

will notice that he states what I have
all along, Keenan is a " I" player. Their
is no " f' in team. That is the reason he
moves around so much, because he
never wants to be part of a team, he is
looking for his own personal glory.
Keenan wins but never loses, yeah
whatever pops. St Louis fans just take
hold and with all your support it just
might outweigh the Keenan factor. If
the players know the fans are behind
them even though they lose then they
will always play their best. They have
the team to win it all, if not the coach.
""Editor Note""
The dim-eyed know-it-all St. Louis
Blues fans had something to cheer
about last week as the Blackhawks lost
their star Jermey Roenick to a season
ending knee injury. The Hawks' hopes
for a playoff run took a slap in the face
with the news of Roenicks tom ACL.
While those kind hearted Blues fans
could celebrate their archnemesis
demise, but the mighty Hawks won't
go down without a fight Genious
General Manager Bob Pulford signed
ex-Hawk Dennis Savard to revitalize
the slumping Blackhawk offense.
Savard left Chicago in 1991 for
Montreal where he picked up a Stanley
Cup ring two years ago. With this key
aquisition and the possibility of the
return of detox-clean tough-guy Bob
Probert to the Blackhawks, the
Western Conference is up for grabs.
•

Mark Lewandoski, Staff Writer
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Positive Week For Lady Miner Softball

The UMR softball team broke into
the win column in MlAA play Sunday
as it beat Lincoln in a double-header in
Jefferson City, Mo. The sweep completed a4-2 week for the Lady Miners,
which also included two wins over
Central Methodist and rwo disappointing losses to Missouri-St. Louis in
games UMR led in the sixth inning.
The wins, coupled with 7 -3 and 132 wins Monday at Evangel, moved the
Lady Miners to 17-9 overall and 2-6 in
the MlAA.
It was a good week for rwo UMR
hitters in particular, center fielder
Niclti Wray (O'Fallon. m.) and left
fielder Kristan King (Overland Park,
Kan.). King batted .500 for the week,
with six extra base hits among her nine
in the six contests, to improve her
team-leading average to .386 and also
hit the first home run of her collegiate
career in Wednesday's 4-1 win over
Central Methodist. Wray batted .444
during the week and drove in eight
runs; her 17 runs batted in are second

on the team to King's 21.
UMR has eight players hitting at
least .313 on the year, which is '(XJI
behind their team batting average of
.314.
Pitcher Mary Rohrbacker (St.
Louis, Mo./Cor Jesu) improved her
record to 7-3 with Sunday's win. She
also has earned run average of 1.65 for
the season has struck out 50 batters in
72 innings. Erin Collins (Schuyler,
Neb.) is 4-4 with a 2.04 ERA while
Melissa Rohrer (Boulder. Colo.), the
second-game winner Sunday, is 4-0
with a 2.74 ERA.
UMR had a busy week, starting last
Tuesday as it hosts Southwest Baptist
in an MlAA doubleheader. The Lady
Miners travei'ed to Culver-Stockton
Wednesday and Missouri-Kansas City
Friday before they attempted to defend
their title in the Northwest Missouri
State Tournament Saturday and Sunday.
• UMR News Source

'i

UMR Baseball Upcoming Games:
April 11 VS. Washington Unlv: (DH) at UMR, 1 :30pm.
April 12 vs. Harris Stowe (DH) at UMR, 1:00pm
April 14 vs. Southwest Baptist (DH) at UMR, 1 :OOpm
April 15 vs. Southwest Baptist (DH) at UMR, noon

"-

Just a fraction ofour time watchingfllOvies
could help bring many happyeDdings.
It's so easy to help your
,five hours of volunteer tim~
community, when you think
per week the standard of
about it.
giving in America.
Get involved with the
Millions of people have £'1!.TI>o V.
helped make five percent U1 ~
causes you care about
of their incomes and What youF.t back is unmeasurable. and give five.

rive.
-----..

DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNKDRIVERS.
Nathan Hollingswo?-U" killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pea?'l, Miss.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk , do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS'DRIVE DRUNK:l

Bade

FA

CaUd
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aND ANNUAL CHRISTIAN CHILDReN's,
CA RN I ~
~e~ ·
o~\.)-r

.Free
Refreshments!

Games! .

~

Wanna work a"booth? We are taking donations; ideas, 'and 'or man power
could help us with supplies or manpower, please call either David Brown

.Joo-.mvlPI

to help us make this a successful event If you have any ideas or ,
or Laurie Croslin (364-0147),

Wednesday, April 12, 8 :00
DCE Cafeteria
Free wI Student ID

Free Popcorn and So

. .....

- "I. '
I

"

. ' ~, ...

OFF FOR
UMR STUDENT S AND
Let US l OCJ1.
7 (o
F A C U L T Y ! !
Order to go with Eggroll! 212 S. Highway 63 364-9610
combine an
. .
,
your debts into one ,
, 'Jeff
ft_> '- ..
, easy-to-mSDSge paymenL '
':: '

Stewart ..

0wniN.

Own..-

:-.:.
•

Bad credit no problem. AIL accepted based.on ability to pay. .
FAST MELlI. Is JusT A ..... CALL Alayl

'Can day orrJght 1-305-537:-3617, (24 HR RECORDING)
for your ~E APPUCATION or write:
BUDGETMAST~R

- ,.'

Julie Oillon

, BOX 645" HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
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Student Council
Stilt/tnt CfJlln,iilfJfJklng ffJr Jt(fJtlI1at«l
CfJmmltttt eAalrs ffJr Ntxt Vtar

I'

With the recent electiens ef
efficers ever, Student Ceuncil is
lee king ferward to. an exciting year
next year. Hewever, a let ef that
depends en the cemmittees and their '
chairs.
We are new accepting
applications' fer cemmittee chair
pesitiens fer the '95-'96 scheel year,
and with the additien ef two. new
committees, the eppatunities are even
greater. These two. committees are the
Parent-Alumni Relations Committee
and the Professienal Societies
Committee. We will be leeking fer
metivated chairs, especially for these
two. new cemmittees.
The
fellewing is the final versien ef the
cemmittees and their descriptiens fer
,
next xear.. : \ .

INTERCULTURAL
RELATIONS
COMMITTEE
This cemmittee will be assisting UMR
recegnized
erganizatiens
in
ceerdinating intercultural events en
campus. The cemmittee will help
erganize internatienal and minerity
greups with pregramming as well as
previde suppert to these greups during
their events.
The committee is
respensible fer presenting propesals
mld insight to. Student Ceuncil and the
University regarding cultural. issues.
Specifically this cemmittee will help
put en ail Internatienal Dive~ity Day
as I;"ell as' suppert prC?grarnniing and
events fer the Black Culture Hellse.

C 'iL" M P U S, - Take -charge , of , a
I M .P R'O V-EM E N T S

COMMITTEE -

- - -comm'ittee- and- < be .

The purpese ef this cemmittee is to.
coordinate projects to. iIqJrov,!:, campus
life.
This q mmittee receive~ an1
respends to. 'student cemplaints that
invelve physical changes to. impreve
the campus. Seme past prejects include
setting up a 24 heur study area and
suggesting improvements to. the MultiPurpese building. In additien, this
cemmittee werks to. impreve campus
safety and research the cencel1Js ef
students living eff-campus.

COMPUTING AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
The purpese ef this cemmittee is to.
investigate student cemputer needs en
campus. The cemmittee will make
prepesals to. the UniverSity abeut
improving specific cemp.!ting services
en campus. This oommittee will work
with cemputing serv ices to. make the
cemputing system en campus mere
user-friendly and help to. educate
studeQts. This cemmittee maintains
cemputing suppert fer Student
Ceuncil, in~luding Student Ceuncil's
cemputer infermatien en WWW and
Gepher.

EXTERNAL FUNDING
COMMITTEE

involved in allocating
student fees, voicing
the studelff opinion
on current issues,
and' helping
to
organize programs
and projects that
help
the
whole
campus!

This cemmittee reviews applicatiens
.fer Club Apprepriatiens Fund and PROFESSIONAL
Nen-Varsity Sperts apprepriatiens. S O C I E T I E S
Recemmendatiens fer funding fer COMMITTEE
recegnired student erganizatiens will
The purpose of this committee is to
be submitted by this cemmittee to.
provide
support
for
student
Student Ceuncil. An inventery ef all.
professienal societies at UMR and to
equipment items purchased by th~ fester communication between the
Club Apprepriatiens Fund will be indi vidual societies. This comm ittee
maintained by this cemmittee. In will handle student issues that involve
additien, this cemmittee is in ch ...ge ef individual academic departments.
- keeping- arr updated iile censisting ef Some e f the prejects include
the ameunts allecated to. these departmental teaching evaluations and
erganizatiens each year.
departmental cemputing support.

,

WHO SPENDS YOUR MONEY?

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
COMMITTEE
The Public Relations Committee is
responsible for - improving Student
Council's visibility. This committee is
responsible for organizing the four
yearly bloo.d drives held at UMR. They
also coordinate various projects that
improve Student Council's image on
campus and in the community. In
addition, this committee prevides
support for the VPX and VPI in their
publicity efferts.

The Student
Activity Fee Board

STUDENT
SERVICES
COMMITTEE
This committee is respensible for
improving curr~nt University services
and providing services which help
students at UMR. This committee
hr lps 'put en a be~k sale ev~ry
semester in which students sell their
This
boeks to. other students.
committee will be responsible for the
mainl~ance off!1e TJ Tunnel an~ will
con,du,Et ,tunnel art co~ests dur!!.'g\th~
year. hi addition, thIS comm,ittee ' is
responsible for the publication and
mai ling of information booklets, such
as the Freshman Miner, to. incoming
freshmen .' This committee also
coordinates a Student Council booth at
recruiting events, compiles teacher
evaluations, and provides students with
a refund for the Rollamo yearbook.

UNIVERSITY
RELATIO' NS
PARENT-ALUMNI COMMITTEE
RELATIONS The purpese of the University
Relations Committee is to act as a
COMMITTEE
This cemmittee serves as a liaisen to.
the Parents Association and the
Alumni
Board,
and
makes
recommendations to these two gro ups
on what projects to fund that would
benefit the student body as a whole.
Some example proj ects include
organizing a Student Council Alumni
Group and hosting a Student Council
Reunion Reception during UMR's
125th Anniversary at Homecoming in
1995. In acklition, thi s committee will
look for new sources of fundraisirg for
.
Student Council.

:

direct liaisen between students and the
university.
This committee is
responsible
for
receiving
and
responding to student complaints that
involve uni versity pelicy, and directing
those complaints to the preper
channel s where they can be resolved.
The committee is also respensible 'for
maintaining the student issues board in
the StuCo Office and helps conduct a
yearly Student Council Suryey.

This is an excellent way to.
get involved with issues that affect you
as a student at UMR. If you would
like to take advantage of this
opportunity to take an 'active
leadership role as well as work with
facu lty and administration on issues
that will have a direct impact on yeu,
then fill out an application. Committee
Chair applications are now avaihble in
the Stu Co office (202 UC-West).
These are to be turned in to the
StuCo office by 4:00 p.in~ Menday,
April 24.
Feel free to call
341-4280 or e-mail stuco@umr.eduif
you have any questions.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO IfELP us
SPEND OVER $500~OOQ IN 'S';hmEJi'TT
FEES PER SEMESTER?
.

.'

\.

~

1' -

ije-~ m'ember aIid\y'opiwill.

,
We

-\

J \' ) I

ar~ clu rlNntlr .acc..ep.tlihg applications \

,

. for two vacant positions.

Contact Kenny VOH @ 364-5114
for application information or pickup
an 'application in toe HUCO office.

31~s lime

I'"

Ihe 9"h

Semi-Annual lunnel
'Pain ling C"nlesl! t
That's right! Once again,
Student Council and TJHA will be
spensoring the Tunnel Painting
Cont~st. The contest will be held from
April 12 threugh April 20 Gudging
will take place on the 20th).
First prize is $50 and second
prize is $20, so grab your favorite
paintbrush, get some paint, and 'win
some cash!!
For delhlls, call 341-4280 or
stop by the StuCo office(202 UCWest) and pick up a copy of the rules
or to look at past winning entr,ies.

Blood . Drive",
It's That Time
a i n
-·.Next week from April 1:9
through April 20 the American Red
Cross and the UMR Student Council
will be sponsoring a Blood ' Drive in
Centennial Hail (second floor, ueEast). It will run from 11:30 a.m.
ontil 5:30 p.m. all three days. In the
past , decade, the University of
Missouri-Rolla. ' along with the
residents ef Rolla, have become the
leading source of blood in the
Springfield Regional Blood Services,
and we need your support to continue
this tradition, so please stop by
Centennial . Hall and give the gift ef
life ... GIVE ,BLOOD! Thank you to
'
the Rolla residents. as well as the
UMR students, faculty. and slaffi

..--~
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LEHMAN by Andrew Lehman
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THE FAR SIDE

...-- When referees go home at night.

"Arnold! The bird! The bird! ... You get back
up there and get the bird!"
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Front porch forecasters
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Jennifer Berman

.ITors -foR ·GUNS .GoE.S

INTE:RNATIOtJALJ

rT) NORTH KOREA, MR, PRESIDENT-

FATTENING FOOD

NEUTRALIZERS

THEY WANT To /<l'JDW IF THE:Y CAN
GET -mE NI KES PLUS THE 5IlPERDELUXE. LE.GGoS IF THe.'( T~ADE
IN A NUKE"

tiS

LARGE
)

I I

SURGE~ Ie. FJl.IES

M65

DIE,.

SODA

Ih£

~'f

CITRUS
SPA~KlING

WATER

PLAIN SALAD

~~
@1?1I
Dlst. by.c.nnon Syndlcatlon 115

By GARY LARSON

o

,,' can't stand It ... They're so CUTE when
they sit like that."

. "Hold stili, Omar. ... Now look up. Yep.
You've got something In your eye, all right
- could be sand."
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Campus Gossip
For Sale

MACINTOSH . COMPUTER &
PRINTER. Complete System only
$499. Call Chris at 8()()'289-5685 .

Personals
H1TSQUAAAAAAAD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Cee, I got my gear. When.can I show
you my skiIlz?
Dee Kay
C? Bring on the ice water. rm wide
awake now.
Dee Kay
Monya, Didn't know you had an air
conditioner. Let's put it to work.
Dee Kay

Freak, Yo back is got.
Dee Kay
Hit Squad Snap of the Week: Yomama
so dumb, she ate a submarine sandwich
underwater. Ha! Ha! Ha!
Where is Sunday Bibs? Does he exist?
Dee Kay

$$$$$$$$$
Phanna- You're a great li1 sis!
ZLAM, YBS
Phanna & Angie- I can't wait til next
semester! It11 be a blast!
ZLAM, Susan

K-lO- CONGRATS!
ZLAM,Pam .
Hey' Blue Eyes!
surer!
Pam

Cassis- You're a great ill sis even if you
think my name is "Mitzy"!
ZLAM, YBS

My Family is the best!
ZLAM, The Brunette

darla!
~bin!

Zeta Sisterhood is # I

Congrats on Trea-

theh!
favor

Jeanne, How do you keep our room so
clean?
ZLAM, YR

Kim & Cole, U'rl' the Best!
ZLAM, YLS

Jessica, Thanks for the Ride.
ZLAM, YLS

ZETA loves Kali!
ZLAM, YBS

I Love my family,!
ZLAM,JenC.

J - I guess it's' a role reversal, huh?
ZLAM, YR

OKAY ''D'' I love you too!
ZLAM,YLS

Kristen R., Way to go! We're all very
proud of you!
Your Zeta Sisters

Lyssa, you're a cool ill sis.
'YBS

Deanna- Thanks for being so cool to my
cousin!
ZLAM, Alyssa

I love my new little sis!
Shanon

Attitude Check ... Zeta's #1

J- Polly want a cracker?
-YR

rict~
cont~

couch
night
with!
Ikno!
first s
youth
AQU,
YoU!

For,Sale: 200 CD Tower, still in box
560 at Mtisicland, asking $45. Also,
South American, Green Iguana, I year
old, over 3 ft. long with VitaLite and
Hot Rock. Contact Steve at 364-8577
ext. 203 or e-mail sjc@un;lr.edu.
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ASTROLOGY FOR AN

: ARIEs (MAR. 21-APR.19):
•
•

•

•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
.•

This
is sort of a Bessie Smith-Charles
Baudelaire-Paul Krassner kind of
week for you. Those three on vivants, all born under the sign of
Aries, are your patron saints. Need
more info about them? Bessie
Smith was the greatest female blues
singer ever. One biographer desCribes her as "hearty, forthright,
and totally uninhibited in her performance as well as in her life."
French poet Baudelaire's philosophy of life is captured well in his
. line, "Be drunken always--with
wine, or poetry ... or even with virtue ."
Gadfly trickster Paul
Krassner, who's still among us,
once uttered a thought that's essentialto your success this week: "Jrreverence is my only sacred cow."
TAURUS (APR. 2O-MA Y 20): In
his book From Heaven to Earth ,
Reverend Aaron Zerah expounds
on the Hebrew word "nabal." It
refers to a person who's so tenaciously focused on practical matters
that he becomes impractical. !fear,
my dear Taurus, that you're veering
dangerously close to this fate. For
the sake of the bottom line, I beg you
to forget about the bottom line for

the next few days. Dream like a teenage poet. Become as whimsical as a
rich mystic. Be a sweet, playful fool so
you won't turn into a sour, workaholic
fool.
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 20): For a
few brief moments sometime this
week, you will know everything. Did
you hear what I said? Your eternal
wrestle with maddening ambiguity
will be temporarily suspended by a
sudden whoosh of supernova certainty.
In that mysterious grace period, words
will fail you. You'll be a fountain of
nonverbal wisdom.
Be alert for it, Gemini. It'll zoom in
out of nowhere, then evaporate like a
dream. \fyou can retain even a shadow
of an echo of a memory of this visitation, your 1ife.will be' permanently imprinted with a feeling of security you
never imagined possible.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY 22) : If
you're a typical Cancer, you're all too
knowledgeable about how to respond
when everything goes wrong. Your
brain kicks into high gear the moment
you get sick or rejected or burned. If
you're true to the Cancerian type. you
have less sav.vy about how to deal with
stunning triumphs. You're likely to
stutter and stumble in the face of pats

on the back and delicious, unexpected
kisses and money falling out of the sky.
Everything I just said, though, is
not meant to bea curse but a challenge.
One of the greatest reasons to study
astrology is to be aware of the weaknesses of your sign so that you can
overcome them. That's why I think you
won't be paralyzed with self-doubt as
the blessings shower down this week.
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22): Dear
Doctor Brezsny: I find myself in the
ridiculous position of having to decide
between doing the right thing and doing the good thing. It seems that if I
press hard for truth and justice, 111 end
up looking like a rude boor. AndifIopt
instead for kindness and sympathy, rll
appear to be an eager-to-please flake
with wobbly principles . Why is having
integiity such a bitch? -Lightheaded
Leo in Limbo
Dear Lightheaded: I suggest you
lose the all-or-nothing shtick. Be willing to be half-right and half-good.
Then integrity might be a bitch, but at
least it'll be a sexy bitch.
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT . 22):
Maybe there's one truly perfect
soulmate for your life. Maybe there
isn't. But count on this: if there is,
you'll never find him or her by holding

'UN ReALWORLO~.

.
.
fast to a set of ftxed expectations and
comparing every potential .partner to
that standard.
Once upon a time, when my
soulmate appeared to me, it took me 13
long months to start seducing her. She
was so different from the model rd
sculpted internally that I didn't recognize her at ftrst.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-0CT. 22) : Not to
be melodramatic or anything, but the
last shall soon be first, the top shall be
bottom, and the gross shall be graceful.
And vice ~ ersa. Always vice versa.
You will consistently make smart
moves if you assume that just a!xlUt
every table will be turned, that every
flip .will be flopped . Would you consider exchanging pea.ch cobbler recipes with an adversary? Would you be
willing to atone for your sins before
you're forced to? Then you're in the
right frame of mind to love this week,
not hate it.
SCORPIO (ocr. 23-NOV. 21): I've
combined my tender affection for New
Age riffs with my sneering skepticism
about New Age riffs to come up with a
revolutionary new approach to channeling. Are you numb to all those
platitude-sprouting ghosts and tacky
12,OOO-year old warriors from the

.
ninth dimension? Then get this: I've
become a medium for sharptongued celebrities who're vel¥
much alive. For the first time in any
publication, I proudly present the
channeled advice of Whoopie
Goldberg, one of your fellow Scor:
pios:
"In a weird way, this week'll be
like a punch in the stomach, Scorpio, except that it'll feel real good.
The wind that's knocked out of you
will be bad wind."
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC.
21): In a gardening column appearing in La Gazetle, Jane Mio and Del
Rey wax eloquent on a subject that's
crucial for you to m use on right now.
"No seed gets its juices going before
its time," they write. "Seeds can lie
dormantfouears. waiting for better
times to start sprouting. A lotus
seed recently found in an Egyptian
pyram'id sprouted after over'a thousand years."
You, Sagittarius, have a dream
or a hunch within you that is just
like that lotus seed. For a long, long
time you've postponed its blossoming, awaiting the ripest possible
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moment--and that m9ment is now at
hand_
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19):
The current planetary rhythms are conducive to any efforts you make to
deepen your roots or bolster your foundations or reinvigorate your most nourishing traditions. On the other hand,
the heavenly bowes also seem to be in
favor of you andyourbuddies smearing
rice pudding on each other and having
contests to see who can jump off the
couch the furthest and staying up all
night reading each other's fortunes
with a deck of cards or the oujia board.
I leno", these two sets of advice might at
fIrst seem contradictory, but I assure
you they're not.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20·FEB. 18):
Your wind chimes need tuning, your
pet needs an astrology reading, and
your houseplants need more
Beethoven. You should be doing more
of the Venus butterfly exercise and'less
C2f the hippo ballet Your hair trigger
could use some servicing and your old
emotional baggage is ready for the SalvationAnny .

tr, stilI in box
ng $45. Also,

IgllIDa, Iyev
IVitaLi1e1l\d

~ at364.8577
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In summation, 0 Messy One, your
metaphors are too mixed ·and your sentences are running on too long. Get
simpler or get out of here.
PISCES (FEB. 19·MA'R. 20):
Percival Lowell (1855-19i6) was a
Piscean astronomer famous for bOth
his pioneering theories and his huge
blooper. On the one hand, his work
made possible the discovery of the
planet Pluto. On fue .other hand, he
insisted, against all contrary evidence,
that Mars waS covered with canals.
Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) was a
Piscean astronomer with a similar
story. He revolutionized' the science of
calculating planetary movements. Yet
till his dying day he dogmatically asserted that flying machines were either
impossible or so impractical as to be
useless.
I'm bringing up Lowell a&d
Newcomb because right now you remind me of them. In one way you're
wrong, bullheaded and regressive. In
another way, you'r~ brillian~ righteous
and visionary.

~H~nn~nn~nn~________________________________________~f_ro~m~pa~g~e__
5
creamery in Brenham, Texas. Weeven
got a free sample (it was equivalent to
our '$1.50 admission.) As an added
bonus, on the way there, we (me, my
fIancee, and my parents) got to see the
Texas wildflowers in full bloom. It
was pretty exciting. The fields of blue,
red, orange, and yello';" were spectacular. However, the best part of the drive
was seeing an oil (pronounced aaal)
drilling operation going full force .
The trip to the beach was kind of
nea~ the best part being the tormenting
of the jelly fish that washed up on
shore. Sure the sun was nice - it
actually felt hot - but the illusion of
power felt from taking a pointy stick
and poking a harmless little cream
colored bubble of air was incredible .. .
Another thing that amazed me was
the fact that my previously scrawny,
malnourished-looking brother decided
to grow. All of the sudden, the little
guy I used to wail on at will has gotten
big. The worst part of it all is 'that he

remembers. Oh, yes, I must say I was
glad I wasn't around the house too
much.
My particular favorite was watching him eat one day after he got home
from school. He walked in and left a
trail of book bag, rain jacket, and keys
from the door to the kitchen and headed
straight to the pantry. When he walked
out, I was surprised he could see over
the chips, snack cakes, two liters of
soda, and pop tarts to even get up the
steps to the TV room. It gets better ...
He gets home from school at 3:30, and
had all of that devoured by 3:55. He
then proceede4 to suck on another can
of soda until we ate dinner at 5:30.
After he finished with his owri steak,
potatoes, salad, roll, and cole slaw, he
began to ask the rest of us if we really
wanted our steaks. He was disappointed by our answers, but found solace with a half gallon of chocolate
cherry cordial and some sponge cake.
He then retired to the TV room again

until about 8:00 when the whole thing
was repeated again. Now, the amazing
part is that this kid has absolutely no fat
on him whatsoever. He doesn't work
ou~ doesn' t run or do anything that
doesn't involve TV or a video cassette.
He just gets big. The obvious question .
is, uHow does he do it?" I have no
answer. I would love to have my body
decide to do that for me. Shoot, I would
even run or work out once in a while.
But, I don't think that's going ~ happen anytime soon. I will have to do
something as I can't be going home to
have my 17-year old brother throw me
around the house like a little rag doll
anytime he wishes .. .
Well. I think that's about it forno w.
Next week I hope to have both of my
articles up and running again. I know
it's been a while, but I've been trying,
really. So, y'all have a good re-adjustment to reality and I'll see you next
week ...

"Rob Brezsny
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from page 5

hand that you should be working on
Calc homework rather than reading
the paper, or (b) have way too much
free time on your hands, in which case
you should come work for the paper.
But enough of that for one
article. Kiddos, there's only three full
weeks left before Finals (s hiver,
shiver), so now that you're all relaxed
and ready to meet each new dawn, try
to get your life together a bit, because
once Dead Week rolls around, well,

week'llbe
tclI, Scor·
realgood.
lUI of you

22·DEC.

appear'
oand])el
iie<'1!hal'S •

let's just say I've learned that then i!
NOT the time to try and organize clas!
notes, homework, quizzes, and test!
from an entire semester's worth 01
work. In fact, it's quite a painfu'
exPerience that has leod more than one
student to become jui'l a wee bit toe
attached to that ever-popular purple
liquid, and that is defini tely not the
way to get afellowship to Cambridge
So, fo lks, buckle up 'cause we'n
about to embark on one heck of a ride
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PREREOUISITE: ADRENALINE
ter, self-confidence and decision-making
skills. A gain, words other courses seldom use. But they're the cr edits you
need to succeed in life. ROTC is
open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires
about 4 hoUrs per week. Register
this term for Army ROTC.

Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
you're likely to see in many course
requirements. Then again, Army ROI'C
is unlike ·any other elective. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC will
challenge you mentally and physically through intense leadership
training. Training that builds charac-

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLlEGE COURSE YOU CAN THE.
For details, visit Room 301, Harris Hall or call
~r
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Do You Wan t VISA & Mast erCa rd Cred it Card s?
Now you can have two or the most rerognlz.ed and
accepted credit cards In the \Wrtd ...Vlsall!> and
MasterCarde>
credit cards. ..·ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA@!> and MasterCard@} the credit cards you

dese~ and need for- ID-BOO K5-DEP ARTME NT

srOREs -TUlTIO N-ENTE RTAlNM EI'ITEMERGENCY CASH-T ICKETS -RESTA URANTS HQTELS -MOTEL S-GA5- CAR RENTAL SREPAIRs -AND TO BUllD.YOUR CREDIT RATINGI
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It's On·e Of The Mo st Use ful Cre dit Cards On The
I

Plan et. Unless You've Stolen It.

Fml,

hctF

Your Maste rCardt> is stolen . You panic, get

(but

finishi

Critai

angry, panic some more. Then yo~ call and cancel it. Now the
thief is in possession

=,t

ing,Ot

about seven cents wort~ of stolen plastic. (Mayb e /he can use it
as a coaste r when he

U'tilal

1\;;"

entert ains at the hideou t.) So relax. You only have to pay for stuff
you bough t,

""""

MISSI
ORS .

and you can get a new card the next dai It'll be accept ed at millio
ns of places,

g
must sell wallets . MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart
money."" •
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As natural selection in a globally
competitive marketplace now
tends to favor companies using
teams, integrating all aspects of
product development from research to sales to produce superior
products, and individuals beginning their careers will do well to
include team skills in their education preparation .
In organizations such as
Hewlett Packard, Texas Instruments, and Honeywell, traditional
management positions and their
command and control approaches
are quickly giving way to "Team
Leaders" possessing skills of communication, motivation, empowerment, and conflict resolution .
The successful companies of tomorrow are actively seeking team
facilitators with these skills in order to ensure that the talents and
expertise of individual members
are fully utilized.
UMR, anticipating this revolution, is working to provide opportunities for its students to develop
these attributes through the Excel
program . By complementing students' technicateducation with the

communication and leadership
skills necessary for the changing
workplace, UMR graduates will
be on the fast track to become
leaders of industry .
Just as courses emulate "real
world" problems, Excel creates an
atmosphere using teamwork to
solve problems much like industry
today. Underclassmen are given
the chance to participate in workshops where groups of students
solve problems coUaboratively,
analogous to the teams of professionals in industry in which each
member contributes his/her individual knowledge to the success of
the group .
Facilitators get a unique opportunity to lead these groups.
Faced with the challenge of creat·
ing the atmosphere of open communication , that is essential if the
skills of group members are to
complement each other, facilitators develop the experience and
ability to participate in and lead
similar teams in industry. As
leaders of a student-run program ,
facilitators are given both flexibility and responsibility, a unique

Aid
r -;-.,

e

,.

opportunity for a college program .
Since Excel is student-run, participants gain a variety of skills by
taking an active role in the leadership, management, and organization of the program. In such a
setting, facilitators are able to ex,
periment and learn, hands-on, how
leadership and communication
lead to success . The skills gained
by Excel facilitators are the same
as those required of leaders in industry responsible for the success
of the team .
If you would like to take this
chance to develop your skills and
actively participate in your education at UMR while gaining valuable employment experience and
earning money for your education,
apply to become an Excel facilitator. Everyone will need these
skills in the future so the sooner
students get involved the better.
The communication, leadership, and teamwork skills offered
by Excel can not simply be taught,
they must 'be learned through experience, the Excel experience.
Applications are available in
G·?A HSS , and are due April 14.

from page 1

-Specialist have concluded a new
virus is the malefactor behind the
mysterious disease that killed fourteen
horses and a trainer in Australia.
-In an unexpected fashion. senators
reached a deal on the proposed
spending cuts for the next y.ear.
-As peace began to settle on the
former Yugoslavia. Serbs bombarded
a Sarajevo town. The shelling killed at
least two civilians and wounded three
others .
April?, 1995:
-Despite earlier reports, the chicken

pox vaccine may not provide permanent immunity from "the itchy and
sometimes deadly illness."
-Newt Gingrich proclaimed there
was more to come: "The 'Contract
With America' is only the beginning."
-Students across the nation headed
home from a well-deserved break from
tedious studies and tJying tests.
-Baseball fans abroad anxiously
await the April 25th opening day for
Major League Baseball.
-As the world turns more cbaotic and
less predictable, more people are
turning to God for guidance in all
walks of life.

1100 COMPETitiON!!
The Applied language Institute
is sponsoring a logo Design Contest
See the ISP 'Office at 108 Norwood Hall
for complete rules and detaiis
Deadline: April 28
Don't Miss Out!
from page 2
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ministrator, P. O. Box 4808,712 Riverside Drive,

1995-96 COTERIE SCHOLARSHIP S1,OOO

publicly supported high schools located within the

• Must be a full-time student during the academic

Fredericton , New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5G4

ELIGmn.rrYREQUIREMENTS:

city limits of Bellebille, Dlinois. Students working

yearthescholarship is received.
• Financial need is not a factor.

YeM.
1995-96 ORVILLE REDENBACKER'S SEC·

" the recipient must be a female student at UMR.

toward a degree in medicine, but not nursing, are

" she must have completed 50% of the hours

excluded. Post bacca1aw;eate students will not be

necessaryfof cympletion of her degree from UMR.

considered.

Application available In the Student Financial

.. she must be enrolled with a minimwn of 6 hours

The selection committee consists of two officers of

Aid Ornee, G·1 Parker Hall.

for the first time.

fmishingfield.

in a degree progran:- at the time of scholarship pay-

Boatmen'sTrustCompany ofDlinois,and anAdmin·

Deadline requested documents must be post-

ELiGmILITY CRITERIA:

Criteria:

ment and must show evidence of satisfactory

istrator of Belleville Area College. Selection is

ma rked by April 15, 1995.

• must be age 30 or older

progress toward thatdegrte.

madeprimarilyupon academicpromiseandfmancial

'" she must demostrate financial need.

need. Since the scholarship is based on merit and

THE HEAVY CONSTUCTORS ASSOCIA·
TION OF THE G REATER KANSA CITY

an accredited college oruniv ersi ty

AREA

graduate or graduate level

EachyeartheAmericanElectropIatersandSur·
face Finishers Society offe'rs scholarsh ips to upper
class undergraduate and graduate students who are
interested in careers in thd careers in the surface

Undergraduate studentS must be sUldying in
metallurgy, metallurgical engineering, materials scimce, or engineerjng, chemistry. chern ical engineer-

ONDSTARTSCHOLARSHIPPROGRAM
This program is designed to assist the growing numberofadultswhoarereturingtocollegeorgeginning

• enrolledorplanning to enroll in a deree program at
• punruingpa rt-time orfull-time swdies on an unc!er- -

• she must submet a w ritten Slatemet outlining her

fmancial need, an official needs analysis (FAFSA)

reasons for application to the Coterie Scholarship

document is requiredfordetenninationoffmancial

TheHeavyConstructorsAssociationoftheGn:4ater

App lications available In the Student Flnanclal

ship potential. motivation and interest in theftnish·

Committee.

need. The amount of the award is fixed by the

Kansas City Area Industry Advancement Scholar-

Aid

ing technologies.

.. she must not be a member of the family of any

committeeandmaybesufficienttoinclude anyorall

ships are specifically for persons who are planning

Application Deadline: Applicalionmust be post-

ill1R faculty, full·time staff, or other personnel.

of tu ition, room, and boa rd.

and preparing for careers in construction (re : civil

marked by M ay 2, 1995.

(She may be a n employee herself.)

A wards will nonnall)' be made on a one· yea r basis.

e ngincering, construction manageme nt, business

PREFERE NCE WILL BE GIVEN TO:

All relevant materi als must bcsubmitted by ~ia y 1,

'" The woman with added personal obligations (e .g.,

1995. Recipients will be announ ced as soon as

ing,oren\·irorunentalengineering.
Selection factors include 8cheivement, schola r-

Must be a full· time sUldent during the academi c
yearthe schoarship is received.
Fmancial need is not a facto r. Application
8\'ailable in the Student Financial Aid Office, G- I
Pa rke r Hall. Deadline requested documents must be

omce, G·l Parker Hall

adminstration. compute r science, management in-

AM ERICAN SO CIETY OF PROFESSIONAL

fonnation systems,mathematicsoranyothertechni·

ESTIMATORS OF ST. LO UIS #19

cal filed.

R EQUIREMENTS:

The amount of each scholarship is

children. invalid dependent, physical disabilities ,

possible after June 30, 1995.

S2,5oo.00,peryear.

• Two scholarships in the amount of S250.OO each

etc.)

Applications available in the S[Udent Financial Aid

Recipients of the scholarships shall be full·time

shallbeawardedby ASPE

MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN HON·

• The woman who had hercollegeeducation inter·

Office, G·I Parker Hall , Roll•• MO 65401.

students who demonstrate fmancila need. Prefer-

• Applicants shall be a student enrolled in a Full

ORS AFRICAN

rupted and is retuming to complete her graduate or

ence shall be given to well rounded persons who are

Time capacit), in a junior college or university

postmarked by AprilI5.1995.

AMERICAN AMERICAN

SCIENTISTWITHTHEDR.ERNESTE.JU5T
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

IN THE

AMOUNT OF S5000

es,

Global
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The Just Scholarship is open to St. Louis areo.

undergraduate degree at UMR. (Grade point average
. will betaken into consideration.)

PLEASE

SEND

APPLICAITON

A

LETTER

EXPLAINING

AMERICANELECTROPLATERSANDSUR·
FACE FINISHERS SOCIETY (AESF)

OF

YOUR

SCHOLARSHIP FOR UNDERGRADUATE
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

COTERIE, P.O.

upperciassmen, to Kansas Cityarea residents,and to

"The applicant mus be pursuing courses of study

sons or daughters of construction employees.

leading to a degree in some phase of constructi on,

Applicatnts will be reqUired to demonstrate their

i.e .• a n::hitectiure, engineering, general contracting,

Commitment ot obtaining careers in construction.

constructionmanagement,oraconstruction-related

Recipients will be required to seek summer employ·

prognun.

students. The preferred recipi ent will bea SL Louis

QUALIFICATIONS TO "

African-American studying sCience. The award is

BOX 1638, ROLLA, MO 65401-

Each year the American ElectroplatefS and Suface

based upon academic record and extrncurT'icularac·

DEADLINE: SATURDAY, APRILl,I995

Fmishers Societyoffers schola rships to upperclass

APPLICATIONS AV AlLABLE Th' THE STU-

1. College transcript

undergraduate and graduate students who are mter·

DE NT FiNANCIAL AID OFFICE , G·l

2. SAT. ACT score or other pertinent scores

tivities pertaining to science. Undergraduates who
have successfully completed thei r college sopho-

ment in construction.

• Applicants shall furnish with their scholarship
application:

PARKER HALL.

3. Letters of recommendation

MUST BE RETURNED TO UMR STUDENT

4. Copies of college entrance letters

F1NANCIALAIDOFFICEBYAPRIL21,t995.

5. History of: Employment,High school clubs

WI L LIAM M R EISS FO UNDATION SC HO L-

ested in careers in the surface finishing field .

ARS HtPF UND

CRITERIA:

The Willjam M. Reiss Foundation, established b)'

.. Undergraduate students must be studying in met-

tion information or write to Scholarship Committee,

Mr. Reiss prior to his death on July 14, 1975 , is

allurgy. metallurgical engineering, materials sci·

EducationDepartment,MissouriBotanicalGaroen.

managed by Boatmen's Trust Company ofiUinois. A

ence, or engineering, chemistry, chemical engineer·

SUMMER 95

P. O. Bo, 299, 51. loU;', M063166·0299.

portion of the income from the foundation is used for

-ing, orenveronmental engineering.

TheSlUdentFinancialAidOfficeis nottakingappli-

DEN T FINANCIAL AID OFFICE, G·!

APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST BE RE

scholarships to accredited colleges and universities

• Selection factors include achievement, scholar·

calionsforstudents wishing to apply forSummer95

PARKER HALL

C EIV ED BY AP RIL IS, 1995 .

in the United States and its possessions.

ship potential, moti\'ationand interest in the finish-

Schola~e

iog~echnologies.

more year will be eligible forthe award.
Prospective candidates should contact the Missouri Botanical Garden a1314-577 -5l40forapplica-

-"

.

recipl:..nts are lipited to &..ra~ua!es_of

. -

.'

.

--

Community Activities, Athletics, Othe r

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID SIGN· UPS FOR

Aid (re:universtiyloansorworkstudy). The1astdale

APPLICATION DEADLINE MUST BE

fC!rsign-ups will beAprillj, 1995.: Youlnust have

~EC [ EVED BY .ASPE NO LATER- l'HAN

completed a FAFSA fonn fo r the 94/95 academic

.. .' .

-'

._,. ..

. '~

APPLICATIONS Av AlLABLE IN THE STU·

- :..:.~..'

..

APRll.. 30, 1995.
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FLOAT THE NORTH FORK RIVER
1-417-256-7507
CANOE-RAFT-KAYAK-TUBE

ENCHANTMENTS
First Door on Vichy Road

camping, cabins & meals available

STUDENTS 20% OFF (thru May 21)

Used Books. Sports Cards. Comic Cards.
& Comics

We Trade & Sell Cards:
Magic, Jyhad, Star Trek
Open: Tuesday - Sunday

.:::

call for group discounts
Twin Bridges Canoe &
Campground, Inc.

lOam - 8pm

Tarot card ReadiVtJ5 Avalable: 368 -4074

o·

Located at Jet. Hwy 14 & 181

He 64 Box 230

85 miles SE of S rin ,eld. MO

West Plains. MO

~

1UIID~li® J(Q)® JMinIID®Ir pn~ FRIDAY ·
.

LIve m Concert

Uue In Genera
April 14, 1995
Time: 7:30 pm
Place: Centennial Hall (U ,e. East)
Price: Free

Traffic Tickets

D.W.I.
Blue Lights, Big Trouble?
... not necessarily. Get some good advice. Protect
your legal right and insurance premiums.
~onnHe 5(ptes
:Tree Initio!Con..rtdiation

(341-3537)
Steve Daniels Attorney at Law
1007 N. Pine St., Suite B6

Wednesday, April 12, 1995
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The Men of Theta Tau Omega ProtTesional Engineering Honor Fraternity would like to thank area businesses that donated prizes to the 1995 Casino Night. Casino Night once agian raised over $5000 to be donated to local charities. Thanks
to all those who attended and helped make Casino Night '95 a huge success.
~.

,

•

eel

AI West Chrysler
Bev Mart
Alex's
Medi-Value Pharmacy
Jimmy's Deli & Pub
Central Federal Savings
Brown Veterinary
Complete Communications
The Grotto
Key Sport
Top Hat
International Tours
Practical Rent A Car / Jordan Motors
P.C. Technologies
Heilig Meyers
Mercantile Bank
Hebbler Bottling
UMR St. Pats Committee
Voss Enterprises
Rolla City Limits
Missouri Cellular
Central Federal Savings
Steifel Nichols & Co.
Ramada Inn
Crow Burlingame
Hillcrest Drugs & Optical
Lambiel Jewelry
Kent's Jewelry
Grellner Distributing
Mid America Mobile
Lee's Fried Chicken
Splash Design
Ozark Mountain Embroidery
Sherwin Williams
Mullally Distributing
KNMR
Delp's Heating & AC
IMO's Pizza

Page 20. .
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AL WEST NISSAN

JEEP EAGLE CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
DODGE
We Guarantee To Meet Or Beat
Any Advertised Special From Any
Authorized Dealer
* Free cellular phone with the purchase of any new vehicle
(certain reslrictions apply)
* On the spot delivery with full tank of gas with all new vehicles
* Top dollar paid for all trades in any condition
* Special financing available with no cash down & terms to 72 months
(with approved credit)
*Special college grad program with no payments for 3 months
'-.

AL WEST MOTORS
705 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO
M-F
8am-6pm
Saturday 8am-5pm

1-800-467-1223
U.S. Department of Heallh & Human Services

314-364-1233

us. Depatlment 01 Transportat ion

..

~,

!!Ii!
61110§

St.LoulsCommunlty
College
Florissant Valley
Forest Park

Let St. Louis Community College
help you SUCCEED
in reaching your educational goals.

Meramec

Attending summer classes has never been
more convenienLWe offer three different
summer sessions to choose from, day or
evening classes, and classes are conducted at
a number of locations.
Call the locatiqn of your choice for information.
Summer sessions I;>egin May 15; June 5 or
June 19.

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 19,
1989 at 8:25pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

F~iENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS-DRIVE DRUNK::.
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Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 199·5
The final examination period will begin Monday, May 8 , 1995 at 7 :30
a.m . , and end at 5:30 p.m . , Friday , May 12, 1995.
Cornmon finals
are scheduled for those courses listed in Section II below. Room
assignments for cornmon finals will be announced by the instruct o rs.
The courses not covered in Sections I , I I, and ~ II are to be
arranged by the instructor in cooperation with the s 't udents ' i n that
course.
I. Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session
during final week.
Evening courses are those courses beginning
after 5:30 p.m.
II. Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS of a course .
B Eng 50, 120
B Eng 110
B Eng 150

EE 61, 63

EM 160

Hist 112, 175, 176
Math 8
Math 21, 22
Math 204
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240, 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci
III.Regular Finals
First Weekly Class
Meeting Time

Monday
Thursday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

1:00-3:00
7:30-- 9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9 : 30
7:30.-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3 : 00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3 : 00
7:30-9:30

Final Exam Time

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

7: 30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
1:30
2:30

Thursday
Wednesday .
Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday

3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
1:00-3:00
7:30-9 : 30
1:00-3:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

8:05 or 8:30
9: 30 '
10:30
11:05 or 11:30
12:30
1:30 or 2:05

Thursday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday

10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

Tue~day

Tuesday

According to the Student Academic Regulations all requests to
change the final schedule because of conflicts or having three or
more examinations scheduled on one day "are to be made in the
Registrar's Office at least one week before the beginning of the
final examination week" (Friday, April 28).

... .:.. ::.,..
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The new 1995-96 application discs will be available August 22. Application
discs will cost $2.50 after May 15 until August 1. Many companies contact
the Career Opportunities Center over the summer, if you have not registered during this year drop by the Career Opportunities Center.

v.p.·
p.O

st.
p.ttl

Deg1

Maje
Grac

citi
posi
cap'
pro G
POSI

OPE
FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT SCHEDULE INFORMATI ON
DETAIL SHEET FOR WEEK 12 - APRIL 7 , 1995
HCM HEALTHCARE MICRO SYSTEMS
Method: PRS-Open
36 55 Torranc e Bl v d
Inte r view Date: 04/20
To rrance, CA 9 0503
Att n: Ms. Carrie Clements ,
Degree Level : B M
Min i mum GPA: 2.950"
Maj ors:
CMPS ELEC
Grad Dates : 1294 0595 0795
Ci t i z enship: US/ Perm
Posit i on Available: Systems Specialist -', So ftware Development
Position Location: Torran c e , CA
."
Deadline for sub mitting resumes: April 12

INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO
Me thod: PRS - Open
P.O. Box 7069
Interview Date: 04/20
Pine Bluff , AR 71611
Attn : Mr . Ray Holloway, Mgr . Management Development
Degree Leve l: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
EMAN
Grad Dates:0595 0795
Citizenship:
Position Available: Packaging Engineer
Position Location:
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 12

Method: PRS-Open
HYDRAULICS, INC'.
Interview ' Date: 04/21
725 McKinley Avenue
Litchfield, IL 62056
Attn: Mr. Tim Goeke,
Degree Level: B .
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
EMAN
Grad Dates:0595 0795
Citizenship:
Position Available:
Position Location:
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 12
NO OTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

HCm,
3655

Torr,

Ms . (

MajOl

Minir
Must
/

TRICAD ENGINEERING
Method: PRS-Open
. 8800 Allen Road
Interview Date : 04/20
Peoria, IL 61615
Attn: Mr . Bruce Kohlmeyer,
Degree Level : B M
Minimum GPA: ' 2 . 000
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:1294 0595 0795
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available : Design Engineer; CAD Drafters; Detailers;
familiar with I-DEAS Masters Series Software
Position Location: Phoenix, AZ; Baltimore; Chicago; Lafayette, IN;
Greensboro, NC; Peoria, IL
Deadline for submitting resumes: April ' 12

POsit
POsit

Dead]

1995

..........

I
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V.A.W. OF AMERICA, INC
Method: Open
P.O. Box 3887
Int erview Date : 04/18
St. Augustine, FL 3 2 085
Attn: Ms. Ginny Callahan,
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Maj ors :
MECH MET
Grad Dates:1294 0595 0795
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Mangement Trainee; work is in a technical
capacity as Process Metallurgist, Process Engineer, Quality Engineer,
Product Development.
Position Location: St. Augustine, FL
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: April 12

WILCOX ELECTRIC INC.
Method: PRS-Open
2001 N. E. 46.th Street
Interview Date : 05/01
Kansas City, MO 64116
Attn: Ms. Debby Twigg, Staff Specialist
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA: . 2.950
Majors:
CMPS ELEC
Grad Dates:1294 0595 0795
. Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available: Software Developer & Test Engineer I
Position Location: Kansas City, MO
Deadline for sUbmitting resumes : April 14
A TRANSCRIPT MUST BE SUBMITTED BY APRIL 14 TO 301 NORWOOD HALL
CANCELLATIONS
LITTLEFUSE, INC. - has cancelled for March 2 9 .

20

Summer Emp~oyment:

""

:.i

SUMMER INTERVIEW INFORMATION
DETAIL SHEET FOR WEEK 12 - APRIL 7, 1995

HCm, INC
Method .: PRS-Open
3655 Torrance Blvd . , Suite 350
Date of Interview: 04/20
Torrance, CA 90503
Ms. Carrie Clements
Majors: CMPS ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Senior standing.
Position Available: Systems Specialist - Software Development
Position Location : Torrance, California
Deadline for submitting r esumes: April 12

WAINWRIGHT INDUSTRIES
Method : PRS-Open
17 Cermak Blvd.
Date of Interview: 04 /2 7
St. Peter, MO . 63376
Mr. Gregg Wilson
Majors: EMAN MECH
Minimum 'GPA: 2.000
Must be at least Junior- standing .
Position Av ailable: Summer Intern wi th metal stamping & machine
company; CAD experience preferred
Position Location: St. Peters, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: April 13
MUST HAVE COMPLETED JUNIOR YEAR BY MAY '95
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Major changes sweep Student Council: enforcement and intelligence branches added
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Staff Writer
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Many exciting changes are taking
place within Student Council. As of
April 15, Student Council will be referred to as the Student Government.
Committee reforms and club mergers
have prompted the name change. The
major changes have been redefming
the name and role of the Computer
Committee into the Student
Government 's Intelligence Agency,
and the merging of the Rifle Team and
the M-Club into the Government's
Omnipotent Obedient Notorious Servants (GOONS) Agency. "The reasoning for this move," said Keith
Blackfort, Student G overnme nt ' s
President, " is the major complaint I
heard when running for president was
that Student Council had no enforcement powers . With these new
branches of government, students finally have the muscle to get things
done."

Keith's statement could not be
more true. Already, this new form of
student goverrunent has produced tangible results. Brian Harris, the Vice
President of External Affairs, explains
one exciting chang~ that will directly
affect students. "One thing that students complain about are [mals at the
end of each semester. Last week the
GOONS and myself had a short, but
intense meeting with the faculty,
where it was unanimously agreed after
brief opposition, that an evaluation instead of a test will be given during
finals week. This evaluation will allow the students to list their criticisms
of the faculty member. These evaluations will be reviewed by the GOONS
to decide what corrective action needs
to be applied. And yes, every student
will receive full eredit for the exam
they would have taken."
The faculty members who were
asked about the evaluations agreed
with it whole-heartedly and were sur·
prised nobody had thought of the idea
b.efore. Curiously, the faculty who had
g{ven opposition to the idea were unavailable for comment due to unexpected injuries.

Lighting is another student concern, and Keith Blackfred is already
implementing a solution to solve it.
"What is needed to solve this long
standing pr()blem is a little elbow

grease and some money," said
Blockford during a recent meeting.
"The GOONS and I met with each
administrator one on one and volunteered 'them to donate their time and
money on the project. So don' t be
alarmed if you see men in business
suits adding lights and performing
maintenance around campus. Make
sure you thank them for the great service they are providing," Keith concluded with a smile.
Parking is another problem
Blackfred plans to solve under his ad·
ministration. Blackfred explains:
"Right now students want more parking that is closer to campus, so to meet
this problem head on, we have plans to
pave over the Chancellor's house. This
will allow for many new student-only
parking spots . Next week, demolition
is scheduled to begin so if you have a
chance come by and watch student
dollars in action.
Chancellor Park, w hen asked
II

about this, set down the light he was
installing and responded with a forced
smile, "I think the new parking is a
great idea. Mr. Blackford is really
doing a super job as president. It is
amazing how well he and the GOONS
have been able to motivate people."
It is important to note that there are
other groups helping out with the campus changes, although their actions
tend to be behind the scenes. Andy
Leeren, of the newly formed Intelligence Agency, responded, "It is really
exciting to be a part of this campuswide change. Right now, with the
support of the GOONS, we are diligently monitoring the activities of the
faculty. This really helps to get things
done, because faculty are always more
willing to help out once they know of
the interest you take in them.. They like
to hear stories about themselves, you
might say," Leeren concluded.
Another item on Inte lligence
Agency's agenda is holding a fundraiser to purchase more equipment to
better serve the students. For a small
donation, a student who feels he or she
deserved a better grade in a class can
have it changed.

"No need to go to the registrars and .
complain; we'll take care of it in a
couple of key strokes," responded
Leeren positively.
Hospitality is something Bluckford
takes seriously. "One thing that has
always bothered me about UMR is
constantly having to worry about
CSO's yelling at or ticketing you. I
think CSO's are important, but I believe their roles need redefining. From
now on, the CSO's will be referred to
as the Customer Service Officers. If
you see them trotting over to your car,
don't worry .. They are not going to
ticket it, just wash it. Also, if you see
one :-valking around on campus, give
him a holler to carry your books or help
out in some other fashion. They appreciate to serve."
With all these changes, the new
student government appears to be in
touch with student concerns. Although
Keith Blockfred refused to comment
on what new changes were on the
agenda, he did mention that they would
be exciting and beneficial. One can
only wonder where Student Government will be a year from now if this
pace of reforms continues.

Miner looking for motivated people to join the staff
Paul 0110

Starr Writer

The Miner Board is always looking
for "ew writers. You probably tell
yo urself yo u don't wan t to beome
staff writer because you are afraid you
can' t write well enough . This is irrelevant because our motto is: quantity is
quality. Since nobOdy ever reads the
paper we really don 't care what goes in
it. Our only hope is to make enough
money in ads each issue to buy beer and
pizza for the mee tings. Being able to
write · long sentences and rambling
paragraphs is a major plus since you
are paid per inch. As a staff writer you

a

are awarded a special bonus for "investigative reporting. " This means ques·
tioning people and getting a quote. If
yo u cannot get a quote, we encourage
yo u to make one up. The more outrageous the better. Unfounded, broadbased accusations are important. They
not only make stories more interesting
but also increase readership.
As a member of the press yo u will
get many opportunities to exploit your
position · for selfish desires. Do this
whenever possible. It is amazing how
many concerts, movies, an'd other
events you can get into for free by
explaining who you are. If this doesn't
work, try opened-ended "or else"
threats, or make a public scene. These
almost always lead to an interesting
outcome and normally get you into the
event.

Apathy fGr student organizations
and campus events is another quality
we strive for. More is bette; especially
if you want to become an editor. About
the only time our editors even glance.at
a story is when they need something to
wipe with when heading to the bath- .
room. Becoming an editor is a com.petitive process because it is a highly
paid cushy posiiion. It is possible to
acquire this position if you have the
right qualifications. Qualifications include: being able to eat pizza, drink
beer, and glue pieces of paper on a page
correctly. If you can do this, you might
just have what it takes to become an
editor.
If you feel you meetthe listed qualifications and wish to become a part of
the Miner, we encourage you to contact
us for more information.

